COVER SIDE CHAIR

THOMAS BENTZEN ON THE DESIGN “The Cover Side Chair is born from a desire to bring modern perspectives to the archetypal wooden chair. I wanted to give the design a crisp and contemporary expression through its thin plywood material, paired with the solid and grounded sentiment of its frame and base in solid wood. With the details of its curved backrest that folds gently around the back legs and its warm materiality, the stackable Cover Side Chair translates the ideas of Scandinavian craftsmanship into a modern design language.”

DESIGNED BY / YEAR OF DESIGN
Thomas Bentzen / 2020

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
Thomas Bentzen is a Copenhagen-based designer, working to infuse his designs with a refined simplicity. His studio was founded in 2010, creating designs that have received international recognition at fairs and exhibitions all over the world.

CATEGORY
Side Chair

ENVIRONMENT
Indoor

COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
Rumania

PREASSEMBLED
Yes

DESCRIPTION
Referencing the values of honest craftsmanship and Scandinavian materiality, the Cover Side Chair is an elegant perspective on the timeless wooden chair. With its curved backrest and folded armrest covers, the Cover Side Chair explores the possibilities of wooden veneer, paired with a deep comfort, modern expression and base in solid wood. Non-upholstered Cover Side Chairs are stackable up to 5 chairs.

MATERIAL
The Cover Side Chair is made in wood with a water-based lacquer, the curved back and seat in veneer and its base and legs in solid oak. The wood is folded around the chair’s front legs. This technically innovative wood layering helps lock the elements of the chair together. Available with textile and leather upholstery as made-to-order options.

CLEANING AND CARE
For textile versions, please find cleaning instructions for your chosen textile at kvadrat.dk
For leather versions clean leather with a dry cloth regularly. Treat the leather when needed using only special leather treatment products.
For wood versions clean the chair with a damp cloth. If necessary only use a mild detergent or washing up liquid and not concentrated. Always wipe with a dry cloth afterwards.
To minimize the risk of stains and marks, liquid, grease etc. should be removed straight away.

SPARE PARTS
Pre-mounted plastic glides. Felt glides can be purchased separately.

MADE-TO-ORDER
The seat can be upholstered in the following Kvadrat textiles: Remix, Steelcut, Steelcut Trio, Canvas, Clara, Hallingdal, Divina, Divina MD and Divina Melange. Leathers from selected premium leather suppliers.

TEXTILE USE FOR CUSTOMIZED UPHOLSTERY
Textile Upholstery: 0.29 m / 0.32 yds
Leather Upholstery: 0.57 m2 / 6.2 ft2

TEST & CERTIFICATIONS